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International Society of Weigh-in-Motion (ISWIM) 
21th Board Meeting  12 January 2021 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. ET 
Zoom Meeting 

Meeting ID: 871 0563 2503 

Meeting Minutes 
(Note: Text in italic and bold represents actions.) 

I. Agenda Items 
 

a) Welcome, tour de table 

Chris KONIDITSIOTIS called to order the 21st Board meeting of ISWIM at 9:03 a.m. ET on 12 
January 2021 at the virtual 100th Transportation Research Board (TRB) Annual Meeting via 
ZOOM with 22 people present at the start of the meeting. In his welcome, he acknowledged 
the global pandemic everyone is experiencing then had a roundtable of introductions. 

The following persons were present for the ZOOM meeting: Lily POULIKAKOS (invited 
guest), Jonathan REGEHR, Aleš ŽNIDARIČ, Gustavo OTTO, Chia-Pei CHOU, Andy LEES, Eugene 
O’BRIEN, Tomáš POSPÍŠEK, Hans VAN LOO (invited guest), Olga SELEZNEVA, Adriana 
ANTOFIE, Vittorio DOLCEMASCOLO, James WHITLEY (invited guest), Steven JESSBERGER 
(invited guest), Rish MALHOTRA, Roy CZINKU (invited guest), Tom KEARNEY (invited guest), 
Chul-Woo KIM, Bernard JACOB, Gerard BARON (invited guest), and Deborah WALKER. 

Chris laid the ground rules for the meeting. Papers/presentations will be presented first and 
discussions will follow. 

b) Approval of Agenda (opportunity to add other business items) – Koniditsiotis 

Agenda approved and no new items added. 

c) 2020 ISWIM Year-in-Review – Koniditsiotis 

1. ISWIM President’s Report – Koniditsiotis 

We need to encourage people to visit the new website and update their contact 
information by re-registering to remain a member of ISWIM. Having updated contact 
information for members will allow the Board to broadcast/better communicate ISWIM 
activities and information. Thus, guaranteeing everyone is getting the information. 
People may be active in ISWIM, but may not be registered. So, we need to ensure 
everyone is registered. 

We had few events this past year due to COVID-19. However, several newsletters were 
published and ISWIM webinars were established. If ISWIM webinars is going to 
become a stable program (activity), then we need to develop a stable plan to 
ensure its process and success.  

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fj%2F87105632503&data=04%7C01%7CDeborah.Walker%40dot.gov%7Cf9b2f2931a3f499877e608d8b64d9586%7Cc4cd245b44f04395a1aa3848d258f78b%7C0%7C0%7C637459791647886687%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0&sdata=B1chenJOSBs1ZvZB3fO34GPKf%2FSQpLTcwz1rKga5E1w%3D&reserved=0
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Financials are healthy. Expenditures were limited this year. 

ISWIM was invited to provide review of OIML R-134. The basis of this work was the 
advancement in technology made by industry that are in the position to develop the 
sensors and algorithms to improve practices. ISWIM had to provide a collaborate view. 
Different opinions were expressed ISWIM members, and this was forwarded. There is a 
March 2021 meeting scheduled to review feedback. 

The Board received criticism in relation to not giving all Members the opportunity to see 
the submission prior to issuing to OIML. We must make sure that this does not happen 
again, by ensuring our processes provide sufficient time to provide the opportunity for all 
Members to review submissions prior to dissemination. 

Board needs to recognise and accept a method to include diverse opinions. The Board 
needs to represent the collective membership of ISWIM. We need to share with the 
membership and be clear that while it is not possible to please everyone, we need to focus 
and be member-centric. 

WIM Best Practice Guide had its origin in Prague. Brazilian delegation said there are 
many standards but they need simple practitioner documents. The Board agreed to 
develop 10-page documents at the January 2020 Board Meeting in Washington, DC. The 
documents developed were not intended to replace existing standards. This is volunteer 
effort by ISWIM members. Should the name be changed to ‘WIM Practitioner Guide’, to 
make it explicitly clear? 

An easy to understand guide on calibration was the first, undertaken by Andy and 
Debbie. Chris expressed that we need to establish a process for writing future documents 
based on lessons learned from the calibration document. As stated previously, this was a 
need requested at the Prague conference (simple documents on different aspects of 
WIM). Chris further stated that Olga has drafted a process for moving forward in how 
future documents are written which she will present later in the meeting for input. 

The Board needs to recognise that approved methodologies represent the foundations in 
which we operate across all ISWIM activities.  Changes can be considered, but they need 
to be articulated transparently for Board consideration and not simply actioned 
unilaterally. The recent example of reconsidering advertisements within the guide/s 
represents an excellent example of transparent decision-making by the Board. For 
instance, we decided at the January 2020 Board Meeting to have advertisements in the 
documents, later Directors decided that we should not. In December 2020, a vote was 
called and the final tally was 8-7 against advertisements in the guides. Chris 
emphasized the need for good governance going forward.  

Last year we approved the development of new Website. We are waiting on the transfer 
of the domain name – ‘is-wim.org’ from the old site to the new one. In doing so, the old 
website was re-scoped to handle abstract and paper reviews, only. It is important to get 
the new website up and running because it provides transparent communication to the 
membership. Allows members to see what we reviewed and what we decided. On the new 
site, every paper is fully searchable because you know key words. Launch of new site 
needs to be done as quickly as possible; by January 15, 2021. 

Chris advised that his Presidency term will conclude at the next ICWIM scheduled for 
2023. He said we need to engage with the membership. What do they expect? What is 
working well? What needs to be approved? Members should get what they expect from 
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ISWIM. Chris stated that this is an important piece of research that needs to be done. 
Chris will develop questionnaire and send to membership around 
August/September.  

See Chris’ Presidential Report. Chris concluded and opened for questions. 

Victor had questions about the process used to write the calibration guide. Chris said that 
Olga will recommend an updated methodology. Chris also responded to Victor that he 
will update his President’s report and remove items that are appear critical and 
redistribute to all.  

Gerard said he supports the proposal to increase the number of people to review 
documents. However, it is not easy to get consensus from large groups. Vendors can come 
up to consensus. Gerard stated that the proposal by Chris is going in right direction for 
reviewing documents. Chris said this is critical as we have a pipeline of 20 ISWIM 
documents. Chris further emphasized that agreement by the entire membership will 
never happen. So, we need a method that has the right and most qualified people 
working on the different documents. Bernard said calibration content was not bad, but 
some of the information overlaps with other topics. He said the name of the series should 
not change. 

Adriana discussed the review of the OIML R-134 recommendation. The exercise was very 
difficult. Congratulated group who collected this information. Send more information 
about next step of process. ISWIM represents every opinion and everyone’s opinion was 
highlighted. Before final submissions make it available to membership. Chris stated we 
are a diverse membership and in the end, we provided the collective opinions instead of 
consolidating them. 

Tom said ISWIM is well focused on application, but there needs to be a vision and 
strategic planning/thinking of ISWIM and collaboration with connected vehicles. How do 
we see ISWIM operating? We need a new generation of WIM operating “out there.”  All 
technology needs strategic thinking. How can/will WIM operate in this new technology? 
Chris said that is the reason for this questionnaire. Chris said systems are becoming 
integrated and that ISWIM needs to think and develop programs that align with them. 
Otherwise, we (ISWIM) will isolate ourselves. WIM is currently part of one part of other 
items. 

2. Vice-President Science Report – Jacob 

Bernard reported that the TRB Workshop at last year’s TRB meeting was good. Three 
presentations by ISWIM Board members. One paper was published this year. Some 
meetings canceled or reduced. NaTMEC postponed until 2022. 

First ISWIM Webinar was held 12/14/20. Very good attendance. Webinars topics can 
address entire community of WIM. SA seminar still on for fall 2021. Some abstracts 
submitted. Review will be done in April-May. March 1 is deadline. Lily will report later the 
ISWIM scholars program. See Bernard’s report for more detail. 

Jonathan clarified that NaTMEC is happening in 2021, virtually and will be in-person in 
2022. 

3. Vice-President End-Users Report – Lees 

Andy said it has been difficult to meet due to pandemic. Vendor College welcomed two 
new vendors to ISWIM. Now have 21 vendors and 2 consultants. NMi and Hans Van Loo. 
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Andy continued to keep vendors informed about ISWIM. Vendors continue to contribute 
to the ISWIM Newsletter. Vendors lost Haenni Instruments’ membership. They did not 
approve of the OIML R-134 review process. Haenni is a member of CECIP (CECIP is also a 
liaison of OIML like ISWIM) and to them, there was a lack of transparency and the review 
process had a dictatorial approach by ISWIM. They had the same observation about the 
WIM Best practice guide. Chris and Andy invested tremendous time explaining and 
letting them know the process, but Haenni still wanted to leave. 

Andy said emails are being leaked outside of the Board. This is very unprofessional and 
should not be circulated to others. Sources of complaints remain anonymous.  

South Africa conference planning is going very well.  

Hope 2021 will be better for everyone. 

4. Information Officer’s Report – Žnidarič 

Activities in 2020. 1 meeting with the board; 10 Skype meetings; and 4 activity reports. 
The ISWIM brochures have not been updated and there are about 300 copies of the WIM 
User Guide available for distribution. Let Aleš know if you would like copies of the 
WIM Guide mailed to you. Hans oversaw the drafting and issuance of 3 newsletters. 
Need to improve distribution of newsletters and other material we publish. 

WIM Best cover page designed by Promotion Team. Events planned for ISWIM 
representation were either canceled or postponed due to the pandemic. Some meetings 
changed from in-person to online. As mentioned by Andy, there is a lot of work being 
done to prepare for the South Africa Conference in November. Online payment system is 
complete and will be available when the new website comes on line. South Africa event is 
ready for credit card payments. 

LinkedIn now has 251 users compared to 170 users a year ago. Hans and Chris are very 
active. Everyone else should be more active. 

ISWIM Website. Moving from http to https for safer operations of the Website. Work on 
new site started in May 2019. Developed more easy to use site. New site is more 
appropriate for handheld devices (phones, etc.). New site is also very easy to update and 
maintain. All Board members were given the opportunity to review and provide 
comments. New site is now complete and should go live this week. We have new domain. 
We just need to switch the old and new domains. Entire English content transferred. Will 
now consider other languages, noting mainly French is available on the old website. 

The library is fully searchable with 306 entries. There is a news module and professional 
look for events. All ISWIM members must re-register. Three levels of users: visitors; 
editors (editorial board); and webmaster (Hans and Aleš). 

Aleš reported that we still need to address how to transfer the old domain name. Chris 
asked what needs to be done to do transfer of domain? Aleš stated this is a straight 
forward process. The two domain names (is-wim.org and is-wim.net) should be switched, 
taking care that the tools of the old website are not lost. Need to organize switch of .org 
and .net domain names. Bernard should connect with Peter to provide the procedures to 
make the switch. Hans said website has been ready for 3-4 months now. 

Chris said that we would retain the old site for receipt of abstracts and papers for review 
and approval only. Chris made it clear that we are in the WIM business not in the 
Internet business. Chris concluded that we need to complete the transfer this week. 
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Victor asked about the web editorial panel, as he did not see his name in Aleš 
presentation. Bernard would like to have his name added. Bernard commented that the 
content in the new website looks good. Olga said she will be happy to step down to give 
some else an opportunity. Chia-Pei would like to be part of research. Jonathan said Steven 
would be good to have as part of the process if he is willing to serve. Aleš had no problem 
with Steven helping even though he is not part of the Board. Hans said they will keep the 
process for updating the website simple. Aleš shall provide an updated list of editors 
to coincide with the domain name transfer to the new website. See Aleš' report for 
more detail. 

General Secretary’s Report – Walker 

Debbie started by thanking Lily for arranging the ZOOM meeting since she did not have 
access to do so. Debbie received biography from some Board members but not all. She 
asked those who did not send one, to do so along with a photo (photo is optional). Board 
members are to email Debbie a 1-paragraph biography of themselves. 

Treasurer’s Report –  Regehr 

2020 Budget. Jonathan’s first year operating as Treasurer. He thanked Lily for her help 
and making transition possible. There were no ISWIM events, so income was limited to 
membership fees. Ended with loss of income as had been approved in the budget, though 
the loss was smaller than predicted. Jonathan reviewed budget line by line and provided 
clarification where needed. But everything was clear with no major concerns expressed 
by the Board. 

Bookkeeping fees was a new budget item this year. ISWIM Conference tends to be our 
largest revenue. Debbie asked about the Bookkeeping activities. Jonathan said that these 
activities or role of the bookkeeper is to be transparent of ISWIM’s financial activities. 
Bookkeeper keeps track of funds from vendors, etc.  

Rish asked about active members from the Vendors’ College. Jonathan reported that 
invoices issued but not all of them were paid. Jonathan said we currently have 60% of 
payments from the vendors. Andy and Hans will follow-up with vendors, if needed. Lily 
said they saw similar trends before. She asked should this be enforced? We do want to 
have an annual contribution. Andy said Lily is correct, some vendors are paying annually 
and subsidizing others who do not. Jonathan will have Bookkeeper reissue 2020 
invoices to unpaid vendors to pay as soon as possible and 2021 invoices by June 
30, 2021. If they do not pay their 2020 invoices by August 31, 2021, their company 
logo will be removed from ISWIM Website. Vendor fees will remain the same for this 
year.   

d) 2021 ISWIM Proposed Work Program – Koniditsiotis 

1. ISWIM 2021 Budget – Regehr / Koniditsiotis 

Jonathan provided draft to Executive Board. He reviewed the draft with the Board, going 
line-by-line. One source of income for this year is the South Africa Conference. If the 
meeting happens virtually, income level will change. Jonathan is projecting a loss.  

Victor asked what are the activities for the Promotional Team and that these 
activities be reported quarterly to the Board. It was noted that this was the 
original reporting and briefing process and as such a report can now continue to 
be re-issued. Aleš' presentation will cover this. Victor also asked about WIM Best 
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Publication budget item. Jonathan said this is for publications. Funds are not used to pay 
contributing authors or reviewers. This is a voluntary activity by all ISWIM members.  
Victor also asked about Bookkeeping and the South Africa Conference. Jonathan replied 
that ISWIM is getting larger, so it is good to have another person to ensure we are 
following good bookkeeping protocols. Regarding the South Africa Conference later in 
the year, Jonathan said there is a plan A and B. The Conference is not certain. 
Fortunately, we are in a positon to absorb some things. 

The ISWIM 2021 Budget as presented was approved. 

2. ISWIM Policy and Procedure for Supporting Events – Koniditsiotis 

Chris reported that the document is completed and will be available on the ISWIM 
Website. It was approved and important that we manage this.  Debbie to provide the 
document to Aleš / Hans to place on the website. 

3. ISWIM Website Development – Žnidarič / Jacob 

See ISWIM Website discussion under c)4. 

4. WIM Best Publication Series – Selezneva 

Olga began her remarks by thanking everyone who volunteered to write the publications. 
We have a lot of volunteers. Several potential topics identified for 2021. Group who 
worked on the “pilot” guide (WIM Calibration) felt that it was criticized by some ISWIM 
members for the work that was done. 

Olga summarized what happened in 2020 with the first guide. From the January 2020 
Board Meeting, it was agreed that the WIM calibration guide would be done first, with 
Andy and Debbie volunteering to write the document. Olga said that the team used 
FHWA WIM Pocket Guide for WIM calibration as initial starting point. The FHWA guide 
covers different aspects of WIM calibration based on U.S. practices. Andy then updated 
the information from FHWA guide to reflect international practices and Debbie provided 
a detailed review based on her experience with the Long-Term Pavement Performance 
program to make sure the information is unbiased, and clear and usable for 
practitioners. Aleš looked at how the guide could be used for both highway and bridge 
calibration because much of the information was similar for bridges. Hans provided 
multiple reviews and sent practical examples to include in the guide. We also received 
input from Kistler. Chris provided multiple reviews to assure compliance with ISWIM 
governance documents and provided edits for language use. 

Olga stated that a lot of volunteer hours went into the guide. While several ISWIM Board 
members have actively worked on development, review, and improvement of the guide, 
there was one group of reviewers that stated that the guide did not meet its purpose. 
Olga stated the criticism received from that group to-date was not specific enough and 
did not offer suggested changes. Some ISWIM Directors recognized the great work 
already done, but asked to revise the document to better focus on calibration. They plan 
to submit a revised document by February. 

The lack of specific commentary to-date has resulted in stalemate for the approval 
process. To avoid these situations in the future, an approach to improve the draft, review, 
and input process was developed to facilitate future guides review and approval process. 
This new approach states that specific points should be provided. See handout c)4 for 
details of proposed approach. Members provided input to the approach during the 
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meeting and Olga made notes along the way. Olga will update this document and 
provide it the Board Members. (The updated draft is attached to the meeting minutes.) 

Olga asked for Andy and Debbie to share their experience with new guide, which they did.  

Victor, Adriana, and Bernard said the scope of the WIM Calibration Guide was broad. 
They said the content was there. Scope of each document should be done. We should 
finalize the calibration document. They would like to provide constructive input and 
suggested that some of the information may also be included in other 
publications/documents. They said that for the future, Olga’s suggested proposal is good. 
When draft is ready, then we should send to everyone. Bernard said guides should be 
practical and technical documents should be referenced, where needed.  

Olga asked group if the title of the series should change? WIM Best Practices Guide 
(broader scope of subjects to be covered, but can produce potential conflicts: what is 
considered best practices? What is considered best practice by some individuals or group 
may not be best practice by others). Or, WIM Practitioners Guide (clearly focused on 
target audience so topics are highly practical subjects)? 

Chris suggested maybe “WIM Best Practices Series” should be “WIM Practitioners Series.” 
Tom offered “WIM Noteworthy Practices/Series” as a thought. Jonathan said that certain 
documents may be specific enough that guide could be used in the title. However, guide 
may not be appropriate for every publication.  

Concerning the Editorial Board, Bernard suggested that only the editor-in-charge, the 
compliance, governance, and language editor along with 3 Board representatives (those 
listed in a-e of Olga’s proposal) should vote. Hans said the editorial board should approve 
content. The working group are the ones who do the technical group. Eugene said that 
everyone should vote. He said you need timeline for each step. Hans said we should better 
communicate with the members instead of making it difficult. Chris said that there be a 
content page/detailed outline and put on ISWIM website for input and include 
timeline to get input and draft document. Chris has no problem with 8 people voting. 
But, if they help write the document they should not be able to vote. Eugene said need to 
have alternative person. Tell people if they are writing the document, they are not 
allowed to vote. This keeps the final publication approval process simple. The discussion 
concluded with the Board agreeing 8 members voting to move forward with 
publication of the document. In summary, the Editorial Board will decide on 
publication and inform ISWIM Board to keep everyone informed, as suggested by 
Debbie. 

Send nominations for Editorial Board to Olga by January 19, 2021.  

5. ISWIM Webinars – Selezneva / Jacob 

ISWIM held its first webinar and it was well-received and attended with over 200 
registered. Olga said they received good feedback from people. Because it was successful, 
ISWIM webinar series was born. She received potential topics for this calendar year, too. 

The purpose of the webinar series is to provide training and outreach activities related to 
WIM. This virtual outreach mechanism will serve as way to stay connected with members 
between in-person meetings. Olga reviewed the operating principles and logistics. The 
webinars will be driven by demand. Bernard offered to be the webinar host and 
organizer with Olga moderating the web sessions.  
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Hans likes the idea. This will be one of the benefits for ISWIM membership. Asked if 
people are not a member, do they have to pay a fee. This will motivate people to become 
a member of ISWIM. This could be used as an incentive to encourage people to join 
ISWIM to attend webinar. Hans suggested webinar on WIM User Guide. Chris said there is 
general support for the webinars. 

Chris stated that the Webinar Editorial Board plan webinars that represent all 
aspects of WIM so that we have a balanced program. He would like to have 3 
people to serve on the board. Names should be sent to Olga by January 19, 2021. 
(The draft terms for the webinar series are attached to the meeting minutes). 

6. Events Program and Coordination Activities – Žnidarič / Lees / Jacob 

See handout c)4 starting at slide 23. Aleš stated that work on the Website will increase 
this year. He emphasized that without someone doing this, ISWIM would not be a viable 
organization.  

7. 2021 South Africa WIM Symposium – Žnidarič / Lees / Van Loo 

Hans reported that Conference will take place in Pretoria November 7-9 and the 10th 
will be a technical tour. There will be 2 days of seminar with a small exhibit. Since the 
meeting will be at the end of the year, we hope to meet in person. The call for abstracts 
has been launched. We need to start promoting the event. We need the Website to 
promote the event, so it is important to get site up this week. 

Bernard added that this event is being co-organized by PIARC/TC2.3. Some plenary 
sessions are shared between ISWIM and PIARC, and some dedicated to ISWIM or PIARC. 
The program committee is ready and will start the review late March. Full paper 
requirement is not required. Submissions have already started. Promotion done through 
email groups and every month a reminder is sent. 

8. Young Researcher Scholarship Program – Poulikakos / Koniditsiotis 

Chris asked if anyone is doing WIM research under the age of 30. Lily said they have two 
scholarships but there were no applications. Hans will use the wording from the ISWIM 
Newsletter and advertise on the Website. It was agreed to support Chris’s proposal to 
not have any winner/s for 2020 and launch the 2021 Young Researcher 
Scholarship Program.  

II. Other Business 

No other business discussed. 

III. Adjournment 

Chris thanked and wished everyone a healthy and safe 2021. 

Meeting adjourned at 12:50 p.m. ET 

Minutes submitted by: Deborah Walker 

Minutes approved by: ISWIM Board 
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